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About This Game

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof

is a dynamic VR western shooter that fully immerses players into the ambiance of weird Wild West.

Stepping the tangled storyline, you will encounter many intimidating but comical enemies and fight Big Bosses.

You will have to shoot aptly and a lot using both hands as well as to use various covers and move actively, avoiding bullets of
enemies.

You will visit many beautiful locations and will be able to try a big arsenal of weapons under the rhythm of the western rock
music, jokes, and cynical humor!

Full Immersion

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof is a full immersion into the ambiance of rollicking Westerns and shooting like flash from both
hands, with cynical (and sometimes even black) humor.

Vivid Impressions

This is unforgettably vivid cocktail from emotions, in which we’ve added everything to make a player fall out of reality for a
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while to receive exactly these bright and fresh emotions we’ve only experienced when were kids.
The game will not make you bored even for a bit, constantly surprising you with its new story shifts, shootings, and various but

unchangeably hilarious enemies.

Realistic and Dynamic

This is a persistent feeling of realism of what’s around and a possibility to be on Wild West. Though, a little bit Hollywood-style.

The game will generously reward you for a desire to move actively – you can evade bullets, shut them down, and hide behind the
objects while shooting back in your enemies.

Weapons and Environment

You will have an impressive spectrum of weapons (firearms, throwing weapons, and even futuristic arms) that will allow you to
feel as an experienced shooter who is capable of dealing with hordes of attacking enemies alone.

You will visit lots of locations, every single one of which has been thoroughly thought-out and designed.

Comfort

Along with that, the game is maximally comfortable and user-friendly. You will never feel sick or discomfort during the game.

However, you will need a good physical shape to play on the high level of complexity. So, we advise you to start from easy
levels in order to receive more seamless gaming experience and get tired much lesser. There is nothing to be ashamed of!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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For someone looking for a game like the Baldur\u2019s Gate titles but with more emphasis on spending time fighting monsters
and delving through dungeons, this may be just the thing. A gem of a game. A bit more straightforward than the Baldur's Gate
games, but Icewind Dale is a classic RPG in its own right. Beautiful artwork, great soundtrack and responsive combat make for
a great game. The best possible version of what still is an RPG from more than a decade ago. There's also some new content for
people who need it. Icewind Dale remains an important part of the adventuring landscape for those willing to brave its frosty
depths.. Hardcore! =(. It's basically Bejeweled Twist meets Pokemon, with a tacked-on story and Final Fantasy-inspired
characters.

I enjoyed playing this and if you are in the mood for a fantasy-themeed puzzler that requires a little bit of thought, or you want a
generic story to go along with it, then you'll probably like this. A decent casual RPG puzzle game.. This is a very early review
because I didn't even make it through the second stage for now. It's what seems to be a very challenging game, and it looks so
damn good on the HTC Vive. The screenshots don't do the game any favor, it's not nearly as dull and flat as it appears to be - on
the contrary, it's wide, extremely atmospheric and at the same time bizarrely esoteric; most likely what living through a
Lovecraftian horror is supposed to be. You start to fear the walls and beings and on the same time want to touch them out of
pure scientific curiosity. You hastily look around to marvel at the twisted ocean-like landscape, while only falling deeper into
the abyss, narrated by a dark voice taunting and loathing your human form. It's something I never knew I wanted.

Absolutely buy this.. So I got this game like for free - I got it in some indiebundle and I only wanted Hatred. But it's actually
pretty fun. Not sure if it worth full price, but if you get it on sale with 66% discount or so - get it.
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This game has a lot of potential. The environment is breathtaking and leaves you wanting to see more. The inventory system is
intuitive and also provides some hints as you grab items from various locations. Visually this game is great. The gameplay
mechanics still need a little work. For example, the combat seems a little choppy and needs a little refinement. I'm excited to see
what the developers have in store for the future.. Max, an Autistic Journey is an RPG featuring Max an autistic, 10-year-old
who's imagination comes to life as you help him perform tasks throughout his day. With each pictograph collected, the more
aware of what life is like with ASD. There are many fantastic pop culture references throughout that is sure to bring a smile to
the players face. All and all, this game is worth every minute for the learning experience alone.I'll sum up my review with a
phrase i've come to enjoy.....In fact, i love this game! Thank you Stef and Max!. Great game exactly like I remembered. For
those of you who gave a negative cuz you couldn't start the game up, try change the resolution of your computer to
1600x?????x???? then play the game on Win7 compatibility on windowed screen(oppose to fullscreen), it works on my Win10
computer.. Relatively good and refreshingly short JRPG, in which your hero, just revived from death at the hands of a gruesome
demon, must set out on a quest to save his fiancée from the selfsame demon. The game is easy to play and suitable for beginners
in this genre, combat system is pretty straightforward and there is almost no grinding (unless you really want to buy that house
that you absolutely don’t need for 10,000 bucks), and the environment is varied and richly decorated, pleasing to look at. On the
downside, the story is pretty much cut short and there are no achievements. But overall, I was satisfied with this game and can
recommend it to JRPG collectors.. Might just be me.. but where is the music and the book??. I spent a lot of time on Flash
version of this game to recommend it, its worth 5 $ but you should buy in on steam sale.. So fun to play with my friends :). This
game, while inspired/influenced by darksouls, is actually a very unique game. Though terrifying, I found the world fascinating
and loved every time I discovered a new area. The perma-death mechanic is interesting and always present in the back of my
mind. I liked finding more information about the story and reminded me of the way The Talos Principle tells its story.

It does have it's downsides though, small non-game-breaking bugs, ledges that bounce you off when you teleport to them, new
game + being complete ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. When games make an already hard game multitudes of difficulties harder and requires it
for an achievement it upsets me. Too many games put 1 or 2 achievements in that requires 2-3 times as much play time as the
rest of the game. I litterally need perfect timing and luck to complete areas of new-game+ and all areas have upgraded enemies
and previously safe zones are no longer safe meaning even easy puzzles now require no mistakes. Experience from your first run
through means nothing. Now do that over and over, consecutively without dying. I got all other achievements from 20 hours of
gameplay and you can bet I'm not spending another 40+ hours and multiple restarts to get 1 achievement. Seriously I was
expecting new-game+ to be harder but this is rediculous.. I beat it in twelve minutes... Its a fun game you can play when you just
want to shut down, but they need more levels. feels like this should be an offshoot of the main ark game, this game feels like a
point and click demo and quite the let down, feels like a 5$ game with the tek package, if not free otherwise
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